
 

OFFICE POLICY ON FORMS 

 

IN ORDER TO MAKE ALL FORM FILLING MORE EFFICIENT FROM NOW ON ALL FORMS MUST GO 

THROUGH THE FRONT DESK FIRST 

 

This affects any form (time off work, Insurance, Disability- long/short term, Canada tax form, 
WSIB, MVA) that requires medical information for any documentation.  

When you receive any forms requiring medical information for any documentation;  

a. Please make a copy of the original. 
b. Fill out all your identifying relevant information completely on the original copy (ie. 

claim #, date you actually stopped working/date of accident etc) including your 
signature.  

c. On the 'copy' try to fill out ALL sections of the doctor's part as if you were filling it out as 
the doctor (especially how your symptoms impact your daily routine). 

d. Once completed, please drop both copies off to the front desk.   

By filling in some details of which the doctor might not be aware, we have found that the more 
accurate form filling has increased the approval rate by the insurance company, which results in 
more rapid claim settlement and less hassle to the patient.  

Due do the complexity of some forms, you may be asked to return to the office for an 
appointment to finalize completion of the form. Recent changes in OHIP regulations means that 
not only is the form an uninsured benefit with a cost of $75-$150 but also the office visit 
associated with form filling is also an uninsured benefit with a minimum $75 charge .  

Dr.Foster does complete these forms in his non-office time at night and on the weekend, and due 
to the large number of forms and the sheer volume of information required, some of these forms 
may take 2-3 weeks to complete(especially if  investigations/test/consultations are still 
pending).  

Please note; Dr.Foster is much slower now due to his restricted hours of work due to his injury. 
Please, do not call the office inquiring about your forms until 2 weeks have passed.  


